How will you end up in graduate school or at a great job with a degree in physics or astronomy?

Find out how by attending 2013 South Central Conference for Undergraduate Women in Physics (SCUWiP), January 18th-20th, 2013 in Austin, TX
[Hosted by the University of Texas at Austin]

This year’s event is packed full with talks and panels by women in various physics careers to motivate female undergraduates to pursue their passions in physics and astronomy, including:

Ψ Keynote speaker Margaret Murnane broadcasted from Caltech to all 6 Undergrad Women in Physics Conferences

Ψ Opening remarks by UT Austin Dean of College of Natural Sciences Linda Hicke

Ψ Presentations of current cutting-edge research in the fields of physics and astronomy

Ψ Q&A panel with women physics faculty and graduate students about applying to graduate school

Ψ Q&A panel on various career opportunities by women who hold degrees in physics or astronomy

Ψ Tours of UT Austin physics laboratories in RLM building

Ψ And so much more…

Participants will lodge at the Holiday Inn in Downtown Austin overlooking Town Lake, shuttles to campus will be provided

Please register online at: [www.ph.utexas.edu/conferences/scuwip2013/]

Registration deadline November 15th, 2012